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We explored the usefulness of electric field gradients for the manipulation of the particle
concentration in suspensions of charged colloids, which have long-ranged repulsive interactions. In
particular, we studied the compression obtained by “negative” dielectrophoresis, which drives the
particles to the regions of lowest field strength, thus preventing unwanted structural changes by
induced dipole-dipole interactions. We used several sample cell layouts and suspension
compositions, with a different range of the interparticle repulsions. For these systems, we obtained
sufficient compression to observe a transition from the initial fluid phase to a random hexagonal
close-packed crystal, as well as a body-centered cubic crystal. The heterogeneous dielectrophoretic
crystallization mechanism involved an intriguing “pluglike” motion of the crystal, similar to what
we have previously reported for hard-sphere suspensions. In this way, remarkably large single
crystals were formed of several millimeters wide and a couple of centimeters long. Moreover, we
found that these crystals could be compressed to such an extent that it led to an anisotropic
deformation �“buckling”� and, upon subsequent relaxation, a reorientation of the lattice, while
stacking errors disappeared. These striking differences with the compressed hard-sphere crystals that
we studied before �M. E. Leunissen et al., J. Chem. Phys. 128, 164508 �2008�.� are likely due to the
smaller elastic moduli of the present lower-density soft-sphere crystals. © 2008 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2909200�

I. INTRODUCTION

An important factor that determines the phase behavior
of all colloidal suspensions is the particle concentration or
“volume fraction.” For suspensions of the so-called hard
spheres, which have no other interaction than a repulsive
excluded volume interaction,1 it even is the only control pa-
rameter. For these suspensions, it has recently been demon-
strated that dielectrophoretic forces2 generated by an electric
field gradient form a powerful tool to control the particle
concentration inside a sealed sample cell �an “electric
bottle”�.3,4 It was, for instance, shown that one can induce
not only the formation of large crystals, with a random hex-
agonal close-packed �“rhcp”� structure but also the melting,
in a controlled way.

Here, we continue the exploration of the electric bottle
concept, where one lets a confined colloidal suspension come
to equilibrium under the action of an electric field gradient.
In particular, we will focus on the manipulation of charged
�“soft”� spheres, which have long-ranged repulsive interac-
tions. As a model system, we used suspensions of sterically
stabilized polymethyl methacrylate �PMMA� particles �di-
electric constant �p�2.6� in a near density- and index-
matched mixture of the organic solvents cyclohexyl bromide

and cis-decalin ��m�6–7�. Based on our earlier
investigations,5–7 we assume that these particles interact via a
hard-core repulsive screened Coulomb �or “Yukawa”� poten-
tial. For a pair of particles separated by a distance r, this
interaction is given by

u�r�
kBT

= ��c
exp�− ���r/� − 1��

r/�
, r � �

� , r � � ,
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with �c as the value of the potential at contact �per kBT,
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute tem-
perature�, � as the inverse Debye screening length ��−1

=1 /�8�	Bc for a number density 2c of a monovalent salt;
	B is given below�, and � as the hard-core/particle diameter.
Within the framework of the Derjaguin-Landau–Verwey–
Overbeek �“DLVO”� theory,8 the contact value reads:

�c =
Z2

�1 + ��/2�2

	B

�
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where Z is the charge of the colloids and 	B

=e2 /4��0�mkBT is the Bjerrum length of the suspending me-
dium; e is the elementary charge. These expressions will
allow us to give a qualitative explanation for our observa-
tions �for a description of the theoretical assumptions that
were made to predict the final equilibrium state, when the
osmotic pressure difference exactly balances the electrostatic
driving force, we refer the reader to Sec. I of Ref. 4�.
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In a high-frequency �1 MHz� external electric field, our
particles acquire an opposing dipole moment because their
dielectric constant is lower than that of the suspending me-
dium. Consequently, they are attracted to the regions of low-
est field strength �“negative dielectrophoresis �DEP�”�.2 In
Ref. 4, we have shown that this is a major advantage over
systems based on positive DEP—which drives the particles
toward the highest field strength—as it prevents unwanted
dipole-dipole interactions in the compressed suspension.
Here, we used two different sample cell layouts for negative
DEP. One of these was already introduced in Ref. 4, while
we designed another cell especially for low ionic strength
suspensions, so as to better preserve the long Debye screen-
ing length and thereby the long-ranged repulsive interactions
�in our apolar solvents, the Debye screening length can eas-
ily reach several micrometers�.

We kept track of the evolution of the local particle con-
centration and the suspension structure by means of confocal
scanning laser microscopy. From what is known about the
equilibrium phase behavior of soft-sphere suspensions �e.g.,
Ref. 9�, one might expect the repulsive colloidal fluid in the
electric bottle to crystallize into other lattices, besides the
rhcp structure that was observed for dielectrophoretically
compressed hard spheres.4 On a more basic level, though, it
has not actually been tested yet how well suited an electric
bottle is for the manipulation of the particle concentration in
suspensions with long-ranged repulsive interactions. There-
fore, we investigated for a couple of suspensions with a dif-
ferent range of the interparticle repulsions how the particle-
density profile changed under the influence of the field
gradient and how this initiated the growth of different crystal
structures. Moreover, we will describe the remarkable effects
that dielectrophoretic compression can have on the lattice
structure, but which were not observed before for com-
pressed hard-sphere crystals.4

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Sample cells

We constructed an electric bottle with a “slitlike” geom-
etry, as we described in Ref. 4 �see also Fig. 1�a� therein�.
However, instead of glass slides 0, we now used slides 00 for
the spacers �thickness of 55–80 
m, �g=6.7 at 1 MHz;
Menzel�. We also designed another electric bottle using a
thin borosilicate glass capillary �0.1�2.0 mm2 inner dimen-
sions, wall thickness of 100 
m, �g=4.9 at 1 MHz; Vitro-
com�. We covered half of its width with Scotch tape and
sputter coated the other half with 3 nm chromium and 9 nm
gold �Cressington, 208 h�. Afterwards, we removed the un-
wanted contact between the opposing electrodes, on the top
and bottom face of the capillary, with a razor blade. The final
configuration basically consisted of an approximately 1 mm
wide parallel-plate capacitor and a 1 mm wide electrode-free
slit next to it, running along the entire length �	5 cm� of the
capillary. The advantage of this cell is its naturally enclosed
sample space; one does not need to construct side walls with
spacers. We used silver paint �Jeol� and thin T2 thermo-
couple alloy wire �diameter of 50 
m, Goodfellow� for the
electrical contact with the cell. Then, using Super Glue, we

mounted the wired capillary on top of a 1.0 mm thick micro-
scope slide for extra support and ease of use on the stage of
the microscope. After filling it with the colloidal suspension,
the final sealing of the open ends of the cell was done with
UV-curing optical adhesive �Norland, No. 68�.

B. Suspensions

The suspensions consisted of PMMA spheres
�1.19 g /ml, �p�2.6 at 1 MHz �Ref. 10�� in mixtures of as
received cyclohexyl bromide �CHB, 1.33 g /ml, Fluka� and
cis-decalin �0.89 g /ml, Sigma-Aldrich� that were nearly
density- and refractive-index matched. The particles were
prepared by dispersion polymerization, covalently labeled
with the fluorescent dye rhodamine isothiocyanate, and steri-
cally stabilized with poly�12-hydroxystearic acid�.11 The two
different batches of particles used here were, respectively,
2.16 and 2.20 
m in diameter, and both had a size polydis-
persity of 3%, as determined from light scattering measure-
ments. The dielectric constants of the solvent mixtures ��m�
were determined through correlation with the measured re-
fractive indices of several mixtures and the pure CHB and
cis-decalin solvents.12 We filled the slitlike sample cell with a

FIG. 1. �Color online� Bragg reflection images showing the crystallization
induced by dielectrophoretic compression at Vrms=17.7 V �maximum gradi-
ent of −1.3�108 V m−2�. The bright reflections clearly set the crystals apart
from the more diffusively scattering colloidal fluid. The symbols in the
picture at time t=14 days indicate the positions of the confocal images in
Fig. 2. All photographs were taken in transmission, using white-light
illumination.
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suspension of the 2.20 
m RITC-PMMA particles �volume
fraction �=0.15� in CHB with 21.01% cis-decalin by weight
and the “capillary” cell with 2.16 
m RITC-PMMA particles
��=0.10� in CHB with 27.15% cis-decalin.

C. Electrokinetic characterization

We estimated the Debye screening length �−1 of the sus-
pensions by measuring the conductivity � of the particle-free
solvent mixtures �with a Scientifica 627 conductivity meter�.
From the conductivity, we extracted the ionic strength ci

using the following relation:

�
 pS

cm
� = ci
mol

l
�0
 cm2 S

mol
�109 �3�

with 0 as the limiting equivalent molar conductance of the
electrolyte, here hydrobromic acid.13 We estimated 0 for
our CHB-decalin mixture using Walden’s rule14

1
0�1 = 2

0�2. �4�

This empirical rule assumes that there is a simple Stokes
relationship between an ion’s mobility in the solvent of in-
terest �1� and another reference solvent �2�, for which it has
been measured �� is the viscosity of the solvent�. We deter-
mined H+

0 and Br−
0 from the known conductances of HBr

and H+ in ethanol ��=1.08 mPa s�.15 In this solvent, HBr
0

=88.9 cm2 S mol−1 and H+
0=53.6 cm2 S mol−1, meaning

that Br−
0=35.3 cm2 S mol−1. The viscosity of our solvent

mixture was 	2.2 mPa s at 25 °C �measured with a Schott
ViscoSystem AVS 360�.

The particle charge was quantified by means of electro-
phoretic mobility measurements �using a Coulter Delsa
440SX� on a dilute suspension in the CHB-decalin mixture
��=0.0015�, following the procedure developed by Korn-
brekke et al.16 We calibrated the cell with a certified conduc-
tivity standard �radiometer� to determine the cell constant,
and a carboxylate-modified polystyrene mobility standard,
measured in a constant current mode �Coulter EMPSL7�. For
our low-polar suspensions, we used the constant voltage
mode with the following run parameters: 25 V, 2.0 /0.5 s
on/off time, and a total runtime of 60 s. We measured the
entire mobility profile �at different scattering angles�, prob-
ing nine positions distributed over the entire height �1 mm�
of the channel. Afterwards, we determined the exact position
of the channel walls and the stationary layers by means of a
Komagata linearization.17,18 We related the observed electro-
phoretic mobility to the potential at the surface of shear �the
so-called “zeta” potential, �� using the standard electroki-
netic model, implemented in the O’Brien and White MOBIL-

ITY program.19 For the suspensions we used, it is safe to
assume that the plane of shear more or less coincides with
the particle surface, so that the zeta potential reflects the
value of the surface potential. Finally, to translate the zeta
potential into a particle charge Z, we used the empirical re-
lationship proposed by Loeb et al.,17

Z = 4��m�0
kBT

e
�a2
2 sinh��

2
 +

4

�a
tanh��

4
� . �5�

Here, �0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, kB is the Boltz-
mann constant, T is the absolute temperature, e is the el-
ementary charge, a is the particle radius, and �=�e /kBT.

D. Data acquisition and analysis

We studied our samples using confocal microscopy, ei-
ther with a Yokogawa Nipkow disk system �only used to
obtain single, qualitative images in a few of the experiments�
or a Leica NT CSLM with numerical aperture �NA� of 1.3
63� and NA of 1.25 40� oil immersion objectives, 568 nm
excitation, and a modified microscope stage �Rolyn, 750-
MS� with low-speed closed-loop motorized actuators �New-
port, 850G-LS� for accurate positioning. We took data stacks
between 20 and 50 
m above the bottom of the sample cell
and extracted the three-dimensional �3D� particle coordinates
with an adapted version of the method of Crocker and
Grier,20 as it was described by Royall et al.6 A single data
stack consisted of 128�128�72 pixels, which took around
30 s of scanning. The xy pixels were 220�220 nm2 in size,
and the separation between the xy slices was 440 nm. We
took these data stacks at regular distances across the entire
width of the cell to obtain the complete volume fraction pro-
file.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dielectrophoretic compression of a soft-sphere
liquid

We started by studying the suitability of the slitlike elec-
tric bottle for compressing soft-sphere suspensions with
long-ranged repulsive interactions. We first introduced this
electric bottle design in Ref. 4 �see, for instance, Fig. 1�a�
therein�; it basically consists of two parallel-plate capacitors
of approximately 2 mm wide, with a 2 mm wide electrode-
free slit in between. As the dielectric constant of our PMMA
particles is lower than that of the suspending CHB-decalin
mixture, they are driven toward the areas with the lowest
field strength and, therefore, they collect inside the electrode-
free slit �at a field frequency of 1 MHz, which prevents po-
larization of the double layer and unwanted electrohydrody-
namic effects�. We determined the exact position of the slit
edges in our sample cell by microscopic inspection, giving
�1044 
m if we set the center of the slit to 0. The height of
the sample space enclosed by the cover slips was 90 
m. We
measured this by scanning through with the z translation
stage of the confocal microscope. With these dimensions, we
obtained an electric field profile that is similar to the one
shown in Fig. 1�c� of Ref. 4 �taking the experimentally ap-
plied root mean squared voltage Vrms=17.7 V,
�= ��p−�m� / ��p+2�m�=−0.24, and the isotropic suspension
dielectric constant �s=5.5 �see also below and Sec. I of Ref.
4�. The main features are a steep electric field gradient at the
slit edges �maximum gradient of −1.3�108 V m−2�, which
provides a dielectrophoretic driving force of −3.1�10−16 N,
and a negligible field strength inside the electrode-free slit,
�0.01 V 
m−1. The latter eliminates the risk of induced
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dipole-dipole interactions, changing the native suspension
structure inside the slit. In practice, also between the elec-
trodes, where the field was 	0.05 V 
m−1, such field-
induced effects �e.g., string formation5,21� were seen to be
limited due to the repulsive interactions between the
particles.

We filled the sample cell with a suspension of 2.20 
m
diameter RITC-PMMA particles in a mixture of CHB and
21.01 wt % decalin ��m=6.1; 	B=92 Å�. The overall starting
volume fraction was �=0.15, as determined by particle
tracking. PMMA particles always selectively absorb a small
fraction of the CHB from these mixtures. This changes both
their density and polarizability. To prevent further change in
the suspension during the actual dielectrophoretic compres-
sion, we let the suspension equilibrate for 10 days before
turning on the electric field. From electrophoretic mobility
measurements, we found the particle charge for a similar but
more dilute suspension ��=0.0015� to be Z= +1050�100e.
Together with a Debye screening length �−1

=0.80�0.3 
m �corresponding to a measured conductivity
of 692 pS cm−1�, this gave rise to significant, long-ranged
repulsive interactions between the particles. We calculate
��=2.7 and �c=834 �Eq. �2��, but estimate that the first
could be different by about a factor of 1.5 maximum and the
latter by a factor of 	2. This is due to the various assump-
tions needed to extract � and Z from the electrokinetic mea-
surements �see Sec. II�.

At the start of the experiment, the entire sample was a
repulsive colloidal fluid. The photographs in Fig. 1 illustrate
how the electrode-free slit became fully crystalline within
14 days’ time at Vrms=17.7 V, while the confocal micro-
graphs of Fig. 2 give a qualitative impression of the induced
particle-density profile and the fluid-crystal interface. During
the compression, the suspension between the electrodes re-
mained a fluid, and no crystallization was observed in a simi-
lar, field-free reference cell either. Thus, the observed fluid-
crystal transition was entirely due to the applied field
gradient, indicating that this type of electric bottle can com-
press at least certain suspensions of charged particles
strongly enough to push them past their phase boundaries.

From the macroscopic Bragg reflection images �Fig. 1�,
it seems that the crystal growth process is similar to what we
have previously observed for the dielectrophoretic crystalli-
zation of hard-sphere-like suspensions.4 In that case, the par-
ticles that were transported toward the slit by dielectrophore-
sis were found to accumulate and crystallize at the slit edges.
Newly arriving particles were added to the “outer” edges of
the crystalline bands �i.e., the edges that face the electrodes�.
At the same time, the entire crystalline bands were seen to
move in a pluglike fashion toward the center of the slit. On

their way, they incorporated the particles in the central area,
which added on to their “inner” edges. In this way, the crys-
talline bands grew inward until they met each other at the
center of the slit.

With the present suspension of soft spheres, the first
crystals also appeared at the slit edges within 3 days after
turning on the electric field. These crystals had a packing
density of �crys=0.22, which presumably was �close to� the
bulk crystallization volume fraction of this suspension with
long-ranged repulsive interactions �for comparison, a suspen-
sion of hard spheres displays fluid-crystal coexistence for �
=0.494–0.545,1,22 and for the nearly hard-sphere suspension
studied in Ref. 4, we found �crys=0.39–0.44�. The crystals
were seen to grow inwards until after 14 days, the entire slit
had become crystalline. At the same time, the position of the
outer edges of the crystalline bands stayed nearly the same,
indicating that they, indeed, displayed a continuous motion
toward the center of the slit, while new particles from inside
the electrodes arrived at their outer edges.

The characteristic dielectrophoretic accumulation and
�heterogeneous� crystallization behavior is borne out by the
evolution of the particle-density profile across the sample
cell �Fig. 3� in more detail. Qualitatively, we observed the
same trends as for the hard-sphere case �see, for instance,
Figs. 4 and 6 of Ref. 4�. First of all, within 24 h after turning
on the electric field, the particle volume fraction just outside
the slit dropped considerably, as these nearby particles were
rapidly driven into the slit. This, in turn, caused a quick rise

FIG. 2. Confocal microscopy images
before �t=0� and after 14 days of
compression at Vrms=17.7 V. The
symbols correspond to different posi-
tions along the particle-density profile,
as indicated in Fig. 1 �t=14 days�. The
arrows indicate the three equivalent
close-packed directions of the hexago-
nal lattice.

FIG. 3. Particle-density profiles across the sample cell at different times
during the dielectrophoretic compression at Vrms=17.7 V. The dashed lines
indicate the position of the slit edges. The volume fraction of the first crys-
tals �‘�crys’ �, observed after 72 h is also indicated �dotted line�. All data
were obtained from particle tracking; the estimated error was 	1%.
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of the particle density just inside the slit, showing up in the
profile plot as two “humps” near the slit edges. The particle
concentration at the center of the slit increased much more
slowly. Whereas the suspension near the slit edges already
crystallized after 72 h �3 days; �crys=0.22�, it took the cen-
tral area about 168 h �7 days� to become fully crystalline.
Except for some local fluctuations, the compressed crystal
then had the same density throughout, i.e., the humps disap-
peared.

The remarkable heterogeneous dielectrophoretic crystal
growth mechanism, which appears to be essentially the same
for the hard-sphere suspension studied in Ref. 4 and the re-
pulsive soft-sphere suspension studied here, is due to a mis-
match of the time scales of the different particle transport
mechanisms in our electric bottles. As explained before,4 par-
ticles near the edge of the electrodes are transported rela-
tively quickly into the slit by the dielectrophoretic force that
results from the local electric field gradient. Inside the slit,
however, the electric field strength quickly drops to almost
zero. Thus, just after arriving inside the slit, the particles
only spread further toward the center �over distances of sev-
eral hundreds of micrometers� by collective diffusion with-
out dielectrophoretic driving force, which was found to take
much longer.

Looking at Fig. 3, we see that between t=216 h �9 days�
and t=336 h �14 days� the particle-density profile did not
change much anymore. We, therefore, assume that after this
time the electric bottle had approached equilibrium �note that
most of the compression took place far out-of-equilibrium
because we instantaneously turned on a large field gradient�.
By then, the volume fraction of the colloidal fluid outside the
slit had dropped to ��0.12, while the crystal inside the slit
had been compressed to ��0.26. Note that the “dip” in the
particle density just outside the slit, which was very distinct
in the first 24 h after turning on the field, was much less
pronounced after 336 h. When the system is fully equili-
brated, the particle density should be constant at constant
electric field strength outside the slit because the chemical
potential has to be the same throughout the entire cell �see
also Sec. I of Ref. 4�. However, the time to reach full equi-
librium was long because the electric field gradient covered
no more than 20% of the area between the electrodes. Con-
sequently, the particles needed to travel large distances by
diffusion without dielectrophoretic driving force.

In Ref. 4, we found a good agreement between the ex-
perimental and calculated particle distribution after equilib-
rium had been reached when we used the hard-sphere equa-
tion of state and modeled the experimental system of
strongly screened charged particles ��crys=0.39� as a suspen-
sion of hard spheres with a somewhat larger “effective” par-
ticle diameter �see Sec. I of Ref. 4�. For the present suspen-
sion, however, this approach was found to be inadequate due
to the pronounced softness of the particle interactions. Ex-
perimentally, the plateau value of the particle density inside
the slit was lower, the volume fraction outside the slit was
higher, and the density gradient at the slit edges was less
steep than in the corresponding theoretical hard-sphere pro-
file. However, also with a more sophisticated soft-sphere
equation of state, we did not find agreement between the

experimental and predicted density profiles �Fig. 4�. In this
case, we used the Carnahan–Starling approximation for the
hard-core interactions, combined with a pairwise Yukawa re-
pulsion �as given in Eqs. �1� and �2�� and supplemented with
many-body interactions.23 For our experimental parameters,
Z=1050e and ��=2.7, this model indeed predicts a less
steep density gradient at the slit edges, but the compression
inside the slit is now strongly underestimated, with a pre-
dicted volume fraction of only ��0.17, as compared to the
observed value of ��0.26. According to the theoretical
equation of state, a field-induced chemical potential differ-
ence of several hundreds of kBT is needed to obtain the ex-
perimentally observed compression, while our electric field
�at Vrms=17.7 V� can only account for 	75kBT. At present,
we do not have an explanation for the unexpectedly strong
compression of our experimental soft-sphere suspensions,
but it may be that our estimates of the particle charge and
screening length are not precise enough or that the current
theoretical model does not accurately reflect our experimen-
tal conditions. For instance, a major difference is the as-
sumption of equilibrium between the colloidal suspension
and an ion reservoir, which we do not have in our sample
cells. Another possibility is a density-dependent particle
charge, with a lower charge at higher volume fractions �see
Ref. 7�, which would facilitate compression. We are planning
to test this hypothesis in a future study by analyzing the
displacements of the particles around their lattice positions,
so as to obtain information about the local particle
interactions.7,24

B. Crystal characteristics

Despite the similarity in growth mechanism, there are
also some differences between the dielectrophoretically
grown hard-sphere and soft-sphere crystals. One of these is
immediately obvious from the macroscopic Bragg reflection
images in Fig. 1. The first crystals that appeared after 3 days

FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental �black� and theoretically calculated
�gray� particle-density profile, at Vrms=17.7 V and using Z=1050e, ��
=2.7 �see text�. The dotted line indicates the initial volume fraction used in
the calculation, while the vertical dashed lines indicate the positions of the
slit edges.
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at the slit edges showed up as separate crystallites, with di-
mensions between 100 and 300 
m. After 5 days, these had
adjusted their orientation and merged to a great extent al-
ready, forming a continuous crystalline band with a single
orientation. Finally, after 14 days, the entire slit �of 	2
�20 mm2� seemed to be filled with a single crystal that had
the same orientation throughout. This is different from the
hard-sphere system, where crystallites with different orienta-
tions were distinguishable as separately reflecting entities at
all times �see Fig. 2 of Ref. 4�. A closer inspection with
confocal microscopy indeed confirmed that the soft spheres
essentially formed a single crystal. In some places, often near
an anomously large inclusion, the lattice was slightly curved
though, causing a small change in orientation �typically
�10°�. It must be due to the soft repulsive interactions that
the initial crystallites so easily adjusted their different orien-
tations and seamlessly merged together. Note that the repul-
sive interactions keep the particles from touching each other
in the final crystalline packing of Fig. 2.

Interestingly, the close-packed directions of the nearly
perfect hexagonal layers �indicated in Fig. 2� followed the
slit edges even more closely than was the case in the hard-
sphere system.4 Because there are three equivalent directions
with a 60° difference, the maximum possible angle with re-
spect to the slit edge is 30°. Experimentally, however, most
of the crystal formed a much smaller angle ��5° �. Only
occasionally, in places where the lattice was locally curved,
we observed angles up to 15°. Just like in the hard-sphere
case, we hypothesize that shear effects possibly induce an
alignment of the crystals during the early nucleation and
growth stages.25 It is remarkable, though, that this produced
such large and well-oriented crystals. The fact that the close-
packed hexagonal layers ran parallel to the bounding cover
slips indicates that the structure was the result of heteroge-
neous crystal growth, which facilitates at least partial align-
ment of the crystal. Using the “overall stacking parameter”
�, as defined in Ref. 4, we characterized the stacking se-
quence of the final crystal. For a perfect face-centered-cubic
�fcc or ABC� stacking, �=1, for a perfect hexagonal close-
packed �hcp or ABAB� stacking, �=0, and for more random
sequences �rhcp or random hexagonal close-packed� it as-
sumes intermediate values.26 We analyzed 15 stacks of
around 25 layers thick and found that �=0.59 on average.
We did not observe any values smaller than 0.38, nor ones
larger than 0.77. Thus, there apparently was no preference
for one stacking sequence over another, giving rise to an
almost rhcp structure. This is in agreement with the observa-
tion that for a considerable range of parameters, the free
energy between fcc and hcp is smaller than 0.01kBT for par-
ticles with a screened Coulomb potential.27

The phase behavior of charged particles, interacting via a
DLVO-type screened Coulomb pair potential �Eqs. �1� and
�2��, has been extensively studied in computer
simulations.9,27,28 Depending on the strength and the range of
the repulsive interactions, the soft-sphere phase diagram con-
tains two stable crystalline phases: The fcc/rhcp structure and
a body-centered-cubic �bcc� crystal structure. The latter only
occurs for sufficiently high contact values ��c�8�, in com-
bination with a long Debye screening length �roughly ��

�5 for 8��c�81�.9 No results have been reported for con-
tact values as high as ours ��c=834�, but it was shown that
for �c�20, the behavior is well described by the phase
boundaries of point-Yukawa particles. If we map for our ex-
perimental parameters the point-Yukawa system onto a hard-
core Yukawa system, the fluid–bcc–fcc/rhcp triple point is
found at ��=2.3. The experimental observation of a fluid-
rhcp transition at ��=2.7 is in qualitative agreement with
this.

Although the present experiment was not specifically set
up for it, we also studied the melting process of the crystal
after releasing the compressive electric field. Just like for the
hard-sphere crystal in Ref. 4, melting started at the outer
edges of the crystal, giving the fluid-crystal interface a rather
rough and disordered appearance, with small crystallites
breaking away from the main body of the crystal. However,
whereas the hard-sphere crystal needed 2 months to fully
melt back into a colloidal liquid, this took only 11 days for
the present soft-sphere crystal. In fact, a significant fraction
of the crystal ��35% � disappeared within 2 days already,
but at later times, the melting process slowed down. Never-
theless, it is likely that the long-ranged repulsive particle
interactions speed up the melting process considerably, even
though at present it is not clear if gravity played a role as
well, as we observed slight sedimentation of the particles
during the melting process. Also, on a qualitative level, the
evolution of the particle-density profile was quite different.
In Ref. 4, the hard-sphere crystal was seen to relax to the
packing density at which the first crystals appeared during
the preceding compression step. After this initial drop, the
volume fraction of the shrinking crystal remained nearly
constant. For the present soft-sphere suspension, it looked
more as if the “high density” plateau of the profile was con-
tinuously broadening. This reduced the crystal packing den-
sity, but as soon as it reached the original crystallization
volume fraction ��crys=0.22�, the entire crystal quickly
melted. The steady decrease in packing density indicates an
expansion of the crystalline lattice, which indeed was visible
in our confocal microscopy images as an increasing interpar-
ticle spacing.

C. Compressing softer spheres: Liquid-bcc transition

As explained above, soft spheres potentially offer a
richer phase behavior than hard-sphere suspensions, with the
existence of a body-centered-cubic phase for sufficiently
long-ranged repulsive interactions. To investigate the acces-
sibility of the bcc phase in our electric bottles, we used a
suspension with a longer screening length, together with a
different cell design that can better preserve the long-ranged
repulsive interactions, while providing enough compression.
The suspension consisted of 2.16 
m diameter RITC-
PMMA particles in a mixture of cyclohexyl bromide and
27.15 wt % decalin ��m=5.6; 	B=10 nm�. The conductivity
of this solvent mixture was only 122 pS cm−1, giving rise to
a long Debye screening length of 1.8�0.8 
m, or 0.8
� ���=1.2��2.2. The overall starting volume fraction of
the particles was �=0.10. From electrophoretic mobility
measurements on a similar but more dilute suspension ��
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=0.0015�, we found the particle charge to be
Z= +570�60e. Equation �2� then gives a contact value of
�c=587, but this could be different by about a factor of 2
maximum.

The electric bottle differed from the earlier layout, as we
used a thin glass capillary to construct the sample space,
instead of separate cover slips and glue �Fig. 5�a��. The basic
idea was still the same, however. By depositing electrodes
parallel to the length of the capillary �	5 cm�, we created a
1 mm wide parallel-plate capacitor and a 1 mm wide
electrode-free slit next to it �this means that particles now
entered the slit from one side only�. According to the speci-
fications of the capillary, the sample space was 	100 
m
high and the walls 	100 
m thick. Obviously, this design is
less sensitive to possible contamination and, thereby, is more
efficient at conserving the long screening length of the low
ionic strength suspension inside.

At the start of the experiment, the entire sample was a
colloidal fluid with clear long-ranged repulsive interactions.
Figure 5�b� qualitatively shows the particle-density gradient
which resulted after compressing this suspension for 336 h
�14 days� at Vrms=21.2 V. At this time, there were no longer
any particles between the electrodes, they had all accumu-
lated inside the electrode-free slit. Near the slit edge was a
small stretch of fluid with a quickly increasing density. Fur-
ther inward �	200 
m�, the suspension crystallized and then
remained crystalline throughout the rest of the slit. Scanning
through, from the bottom to the top, we found the 3D crystal
structure to be bcc everywhere. Close to the fluid-crystal
interface, the �100� face of this structure was oriented paral-
lel to the bounding walls, giving the lattice a “square” ap-
pearance �e.g., snapshot 3 in Fig. 5�b��. Deeper inside the
slit, at higher particle densities, the crystal changed its orien-
tation, so that the �110� face, which is the closest packed
plane for this crystal structure, ran parallel to the wall �snap-
shot 4�. As expected for a bcc structure, these �110� layers
had a mildly distorted hexagonal appearance and were
stacked in the characteristic ABAB sequence. The observa-
tion of a bcc structure �for ��=1.2 and �c=587� is in accor-
dance with the phase behavior seen in computer simulations,
which predict the fluid–bcc–fcc/rhcp triple point to occur
at ��=2.4 for �c=587. Note, however, that the point-
Yukawa mapping gives �fluid-bcc�0.01, while in reality,
the suspension only crystallized at �crys�0.15 �see below�.

This discrepancy may be due to the fact that, in general, at
low ��, the fluid-bcc coexistence turns to higher packing
fractions again, but at this low ionic strength, we cannot
exclude possible charge regulation effects either �see Ref. 7�.
In future work, we will investigate this further by analyzing
the displacements of the particles around their lattice posi-
tions, which provides information about the interaction
potential.7,24

Knowing the crystal structure, we estimated the local
particle volume fraction from the observed interparticle spac-
ing in the lattice. In this way, we found ��0.15 close to the
fluid-crystal interface, and �=0.28 near the bounding side
wall. For the complete gradient 0���0.28, as the density
of the fluid dropped all the way to zero. Apparently, this
capillary electric bottle compressed suspensions very effi-
ciently too, just like the electric bottle made out of cover
slips. However, the density gradient now was less steep,
probably due to the softer, longer-ranged repulsions between
the particles. We point out that if one can achieve sufficient
compression, it should be possible to observe both a fluid-
bcc and a subsequent bcc-fcc/rhcp transition in a single
particle-density gradient because at sufficiently high packing
fractions, there always exists an fcc/rhcp phase which is fa-
vored by the hard-core repulsion of the particles.

D. Crystal buckling

As we mentioned before, the suspension that crystallized
into a rhcp structure �Figs. 1 and 2� reached a nearly stable
particle distribution throughout the sample cell after 336 h
�14 days� of compression at Vrms=17.7 V �Fig. 3�. After that,
the packing density of the crystal could still be raised further,
though by continued compression at a higher field strength.
During 168 h �7 days� at Vrms=35.4 V �maximum gradient
of −2.7�108 V m−2�, the crystal compacted significantly
from �=0.26 to �=0.31. At this field strength, the dielectro-
phoretic driving force was 	4.5� larger than before, while
the field inside the electrode-free slit was still negligible.
However, now there was a noticeable effect of the field-
induced dipole interactions on the suspension structure inside
the electrodes �here, E�0.11 V 
m−1�, leading to the forma-
tion of short “strings” of particles and a slowdown of particle
transport.

Upon further compression, the close-packed planes of

FIG. 5. �a� Schematic drawing of a glass-capillary based electric bottle. The respective directions of gravity and the �ac� electric field when the cell was
mounted on top of the microscope are also indicated. The thickness of the glass �white� and the electrodes �gray� is not drawn to scale. �b� Confocal
microscopy images of a soft-sphere suspension in the electric bottle of panel �a�, after compression for 336 h at Vrms=21.2 V. The numbers correspond to
different positions along the particle-density profile, which approximately were at the slit edge �1� and 200 
m �2�, 500 
m �3� and 800 
m �4� into the
electrode-free slit.
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the rhcp structure became denser and overall the hexagonal
order improved because the particle motion around the ideal
lattice positions became more confined. However, in a num-
ber of places we locally observed a new kind of lattice
defect/distortion which was not present before at the lower
electric field strength: Buckling. Figure 6 shows a few ex-
amples of the different instances of buckling that were ob-
served. We only show images of single crystal planes, but
these distortion effects were 3D phenomena. All the planes
above and below, about 45 in total, displayed the same pat-
tern, although with a varying degree of pronouncedness. In
all cases, the buckling involved a shift of �a part of� the
hexagonal planes in the ‘z direction,’ the direction normal to
the bounding top and bottom cover slips.

In Fig. 6�a�, the buckling occurred on a rather long
length scale. The hexagonal plane was seen to gradually
curve out of focus in the lower half of the field of view.
Further away, outside the field of view, it curved back again,
and this “wave” then repeated itself a few times. This buck-
ling pattern was different from the situations shown in Figs.
6�b� and 6�c�. Instead of a smooth transition, the latter dis-
played a very sudden jump and the patches that were shifted
in the z direction were limited in size. The distinct edge was
seen to always follow the close-packed directions of the hex-
agonal lattice, giving rise to a zigzag �Fig. 6�b�� or a trian-
gular appearance �Fig. 6�c��. The most intriguing buckling
pattern, however, is shown in Fig. 6�d�. Here, individual par-

ticle rows, which ran nearly parallel to the slit edges, shifted
out of the originally hexagonal plane. We observed this pat-
tern in a, by approximation, rectangular patch of about 400
�200 
m2, with the longest side oriented parallel to the slit
edges. Just as in the other cases, this buckling pattern was
fully three dimensional, spanning almost the entire height of
the sample space.

Figures 7�a� and 7�b� show the stacking of the buckled
particle layers along the z direction, in a rendering of the
three-dimensional particle coordinates of a small part of the
buckled domain in Fig. 6�d� �	1600 particles in total�. The
first six layers �in white� were close to the bottom wall and
were nearly undistorted �same near the top wall, not shown�.
All the layers in between �darker spheres� were buckled, with
an increasing “amplitude” deeper inside the sample. The
black and gray colors identify the particles that originally
belonged to the same hexagonal particle plane, while the
shading highlights how particle rows were squeezed out of
these originally flat planes. Together, the particles made up a
unique four-layer unit, which repeated itself eight times �not
all repeats are shown�. In another rendered representation,
now of 	1700 particles at one of the boundaries of the buck-
led domain, Fig. 7�c� shows how the particle planes in the
buckled patch were seamlessly connected with the surround-
ing, undistorted lattice. Again, the white spheres in these
images constitute the first few undistorted layers, and black
and gray identify the partially buckled particle planes. The

FIG. 6. Confocal microscopy images
of different buckling patterns, which
appeared after continued compression
of the soft-sphere crystal of Figs. 1
and 2 �168 h at Vrms=35.4 V, maxi-
mum gradient of −2.7�108 V m−2�.
The arrows in �b� indicate the three
equivalent close-packed directions of
the hexagonal lattice. The slit edges
ran parallel to the top and bottom sides
of the images.
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shading now indicates the buckled �light� and undistorted
�dark� parts of these layers. Note that in the buckled part the
distorted particle planes effectively assume a “bridge-site”
stacking, instead of the mixed ABA /ABC stacking of the
original hexagonal planes �Figs. 7�c1��.

Buckled structures have been seen before in experiments
on strongly confined colloidal systems. In 1983, Pieranski et
al. reported a characteristic sequence of structures with tri-
angular ��� and square ��� symmetries, observed for hard
spheres confined to a wedge shaped cell: n�→ �n+1��
→ �n+1�� for increasing gap size.29 The sequence is due to
a competition between two packing factors: Spheres pack
more efficiently in a triangular arrangement, but the height of
a stack of n square layers is smaller. What is more interesting
in light of our experimental observations, though, is what
happens when the gap is too large for the n� structure but

too small for the �n+1�� structure. In that case, different
intervening structures become stable at sufficiently high den-
sity, e.g., prism, rhombic, and buckled phases. Some of these
phases were recently observed in experiments30 and many
more were predicted by Fortini et al. in computer simula-
tions of hard spheres confined between two parallel hard
walls.31 We studied charged spheres, instead of hard spheres,
and a much larger wall separation, of about 40 particle di-
ameters, instead of 1–5 diameters. Nevertheless, the buckled
structure we observed �Fig. 6�d�� corresponds to Fortini’s
so-called 2B buckled phase, except that in our case it con-
sisted of 32 layers in total, instead of just 2. In the small
system-size, hard-sphere phase diagram, the 2B phase inter-
polates between the 1� and 2� phases. Basically, the 1�

phase is split up into two sublayers consisting of particle
rows that are displaced in height, just like we saw in Fig. 7.

FIG. 7. Rendering of experimentally
determined particle coordinates re-
vealing the three-dimensional struc-
ture of the buckled domain in Fig.
6�d�. The radius of the model spheres
reflects the real size of the particles. In
all cases, the direction in which the
crystal experienced the compressive
dielectrophoretic force is indicated
with arrow �tail�s. �a� Lines I and II
indicate the two different cuts through
the lattice that are represented in panel
�b�. �b� Rendering of the buckled do-
main, showing the stacking of the lay-
ers in the z direction. The white
spheres constitute the �nearly� undis-
torted hexagonal particle planes at the
bottom wall, whereas the darker
spheres represent the buckled layers
higher up. The indices in II highlight
the four-layer repeat unit. �c� Render-
ing of the transition between the buck-
led domain �left, light spheres� and the
neighboring, undistorted hexagonal
lattice �right, dark spheres�. Panel �1�
is a “top view,” showing a superposi-
tion of the different particle layers.
The side view in �2� is rotated by 90°
with respect to �1�, and shows the
stacking of the layers in the z direc-
tion. The dashed lines highlight the ap-
proximate transition between the
buckled and undistorted parts of the
lattice.
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Naturally, the particle concentration is one of the param-
eters that determine the phase behavior of colloids. However,
the buckled domain coexisted with undistorted hexagonal
lattice, while we found no difference in packing density be-
tween these two neighboring areas �both had �=0.33�. Of
course, the wall separation can be another control parameter
for the phase behavior �see Fig. 2 of Ref. 31�. It is unlikely
that in our experiments, confinement effects determined the
observed phase behavior, though, because the wall spacing
was relatively large, making possible differences in packing
efficiency very small. Instead, the buckling was probably due
to the anisotropic nature of the dielectrophoretic compression
in combination with an anisotropic response of the crystals
for certain orientations. Qualitatively, a similar distortion is
observed if one tries to compress a two-dimensional �2D�,
close-packed array of balls in a direction perpendicular to
one of the close-packed lines. In that case, individual rows of
particles move upward, out of the 2D plane, in a similar
fashion as we observed here in three dimensions. Interest-
ingly, we did not observe any buckling effects for the bcc
crystal described above, which may not have been com-
pressed enough for that, or the dielectrophoretically com-
pressed suspension of nearly hard spheres in Ref. 4. Also,
Sullivan et al. did not report about it for their hard-sphere
suspensions.3 The absence of compression-induced buckling
in hard-sphere crystals is likely due to the larger elastic
moduli of these denser crystals. To first order approximation,
the strength of a crystal, as given by its elastic moduli, is
proportional to the density of bonds that a particle has with
its nearest neighbors. This even holds for hard-sphere crys-
tals, where the only contribution to the stability of the crystal
is entropic.32 Thus, colloidal crystals, which consist of the
same particles but that have a decreased lattice constant �as is
the case for the hard-sphere-like crystals in Ref. 4, in com-

parison to the present soft-sphere crystal�, will be y3 times
stronger, where y is the ratio of the lattice constants of the
soft- and the hard-sphere crystals. It is important to note that
the crystal structure and the stacking disorder were the same
for the hard-sphere and soft-sphere crystals, which suggests
that this did not cause the difference in buckling behavior. At
present, we do not have a full understanding of all the dif-
ferences in the behavior of compressed hard- and soft-sphere
crystals, but we will investigate this further in future experi-
ments and theoretical modeling.

Finally, we will describe another interesting change in
the soft-sphere crystal structure, which occurred when we let
the buckled structure of Fig. 6�d� relax again �by switching
off the electric field, Vrms=0 V�. After 2 days �48 h� at zero
field, all particle layers had more or less relaxed back to their
original hexagonal packing, but they were not completely flat
yet �Fig. 8�a��. Moreover, they contained a considerable
number of defects, which consisted of rows of particles
whose positions were not shifted with respect to the neigh-
boring rows in the same plane. In the confocal microscopy
images, these “nonalternating” rows showed up as narrow
bands with a square symmetry, running parallel to the slit
edges. We envision that such a square structure could come
about in one of the two ways depicted in Figs. 8�a1�–8�a3�.
In both cases, a particle row that was “squeezed” out of the
plane during the buckling process does not return to the layer
from which it originated, but goes to the neighboring layer
instead �i.e., in Fig. 7, a “gray” particle row moving over to
the adjoining “black” layer upon relaxation�. If these addi-
tional particles, in turn, push out one of the particle rows of
the neighboring plane, one ends up with a “square band” of
three particle rows wide �Fig. 8�a2��. If the incorporation
does not lead to the removal of another particle row from
that plane, the result is a square band of two rows wide �Fig.

FIG. 8. Relaxation of the previously buckled domain 48 h �a� and 264 h �b� after switching off the compressive electric field �Vrms=0�. �a� Confocal
micrograph inside the bulk with arrows indicating the locations of non-alternating particle rows. Panels �1�–�3� present schematic drawings of one of the
previously buckled particle layers after relaxation. In �1� all layers went back to the original hexagonal packing, but in �2� and �3�, a particle row of a layer
above or below was incorporated. In �2�, the inserted particles �white� pushed out a row of the original hexagonal plane; in �3�, the additional row was inserted
without pushing out other particles. The dashed lines indicate the rows that together form a square symmetry. �b� Confocal micrograph inside the bulk after
264 h at zero field. Panels �1� and �2� show the rendered coordinates of the particles in this domain, revealing the three-dimensional structure. The radius of
the model spheres reflects the real size of the particles. Representation �1� shows the structure as it was seen in the confocal image of �b� �top view�; �2� is
the same structure 90° rotated �“side view”�. The particle layers along the z direction were alternatingly colored gray and white �see �2�� to facilitate
recognition of the different z layers in �1�. Note: The slit edges ran parallel to the top and bottom sides of the confocal images.
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8�a3��. Experimentally, we observed the three-row bands
more frequently than the twofold counterpart, forming a 3D
defect structure in which the narrow square bands were ef-
fectively being passed on from layer to layer.

Over time, the square bands were seen to broaden and
eventually, after 11 days �264 h� at zero field, the stacking of
�defective� hexagonal layers in the previously buckled do-
main had completely disappeared. Instead, we observed ex-
tensive areas of square lattice, starting directly at the bottom
wall and ending at the top wall �Fig. 8�b��. A rendering of the
3D particle coordinates reveals that this was the �100� plane
of a face-centered-cubic structure �Figs. 8�b1� and 8�a2��.
Apparently, it is possible to switch the original rhcp struc-
ture, with the hexagonal �111� planes parallel to the bounding
cover slips, via a buckled phase, to a differently oriented fcc
crystal. Note that face-centered cubic is the structure with the
lowest free energy, but that the less densely packed �100�
surface has a higher surface free energy than the �111� sur-
face. Further analysis is required to identify the reasons for
this remarkable change in structure, and to find out whether
gravity plays a role in the relaxation process. Also, the fact
that relaxation took place far out-of-equilibrium, because we
switched off the field instantaneously, could be an important
factor.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In Refs. 3 and 4, it was shown that dielectrophoretic
compression provides excellent control over the colloid con-
centration in hard-sphere suspensions. Here, we have dem-
onstrated that it is also a suitable technique for the manipu-
lation of suspensions of charged particles �“soft spheres”�,
with long-ranged repulsive interactions. In particular, we ob-
tained sufficient compression to push such suspensions past
their �fluid-crystal� phase boundaries. The results reported
here and in Ref. 4 suggest that electric bottles should be
applicable to a diversity of soft matter systems with different
particle interactions, providing access to widely varying
�phase� behavior.

With different soft-sphere suspensions and different
sample cell designs, all tailored for the accumulation of par-
ticles in a field-free zone by negative DEP, we obtained both
a fluid-rhcp and a fluid-bcc transition. This is in qualitative
agreement with the expected equilibrium phase behavior.
The rhcp crystals were seen to grow by the same mechanism,
as what we have previously reported for the dielectrophoretic
crystallization of hard spheres.4 However, the compressed
soft-sphere suspensions also displayed some distinct behav-
ior, which was not seen for the hard-sphere systems. First of
all, the soft spheres formed remarkably large single crystals,
covering the entire field-free slit of several millimeter wide
and a couple of centimeter long. Thus, the electric bottle
layout should provide an easy way to exactly set the final
size and shape of these soft crystals. Second, we discovered
that it is possible to compress the soft-sphere crystal so
strongly that it experiences an anisotropic deformation,
showing up as a buckling of the lattice. This is interesting as
a model system, e.g., to study crystals under stress because
the exact compression and relaxation rates can be precisely

controlled. Moreover, it could be used to create different lat-
tice structures. For instance, we observed that a strong com-
pression followed by a full relaxation �taking place far out-
of-equilibrium� can reproducibly transform a �111� oriented
rhcp structure into a �100� oriented fcc crystal.

Finally, from a more fundamental perspective, one could
use electric bottles as a convenient test for the different the-
oretical models of soft-sphere interactions �e.g., pair poten-
tials versus many-body effects�, besides other things. In the
present study, we did not obtain quantitative agreement be-
tween the experimental and the predicted density profiles,
but in future work, we should be able to improve on this
with more precise determinations of the suspension proper-
ties �particle charge, screening length, and possible volume
fraction dependencies� and measurements of the elastic
moduli of the crystals.7,24,33
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